« 35 years ago we decided to dream up and design a range of bikes with
the best possible quality/price combination as the principle objective. Our
obsession for quality and how we manage it have since become the B’TWIN
brand’s priority commitment.
B’TWIN quality is the consequence of total control of all the stages in the
development of the product, from design to production, retailing and aftersales services for each model on offer.
This commitment, alongside creative and innovative excellence, means we are
in a position to make cycling easier, more enjoyable and safer … »
Olivier Robinet
B’TWIN International Director
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1.

B’TWIN
all about
quality
Quality above all, since 1976, and our
bikes are still rolling

For fanatics … By fanatics

B’TWIN has always been obsessed with the idea of designing products
whose quality is outstanding, so to help attain this objective, 100% of design
operations are in-house.

1986 Product design is added to our role
of official distributor. Our brand engineers
design the first bikes from “A to Z” in
order to provide exclusive and technically
outstanding products for the best price/value
ratio possible. The full integration of all the
phases from design through to production
has continued to represent a major strategic
factor in guaranteeing the quality of our bikes.
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1990 The assurance sourire (warranty with a smile) service
is deployed in all DECATHLON stores as the initial stage of a
total customer satisfaction strategy. Other innovative services
follow, such as the “satisfied or satisfied” service, a five-year
warranty for the frames and two years for parts and labour, a
full tune-up free of charge, regional workshops...

1999 to 2007 DECATHLON CYCLE becomes the technical partner
of the Pro AG2R Prévoyance cycling team. With common values of
professionalism, innovation and resistance, the brand benefits from
the pro team’s expertise to design, test and manufacture high quality
long-lasting products for all cycling enthusiasts to enjoy.
A wonderful partnership and adventure that lasted 8
seasons and included 200 victories.

1995 The French government publishes a decree for bicycles with new French
standards and the creation of the first B’TWIN test laboratory.
1999 Beginning of the brand’s active involvement in drawing up European
standards.
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2006 DECATHLON CYCLE becomes B’TWIN. The change of name for its 20th
anniversary put the brand in a position to fulfil its ambition: become THE brand
for those passionate about cycling. And what better brand name than B’TWIN
to express its role as bike designer? Since its creation in 2000, the B’TWIN bike
has actively contributed to a transforming cycling into a leisure activity, a means of
transport and a means to discover sport …. This is B’TWIN’s project: make cycling
accessible to all.

2008 A huge project is launched by the brand’s teams to receive EN European
Standard accreditation for all its bikes.

2010 The B’TWIN VILLAGE opens; the
world’s first bike design centre. The brand
occupies a unique 184,000m² 100% pure
bike site in Lille where innovation takes
pride of place. All those involved in the
production process are housed under the
same roof to ensure total quality control
and proximity with the best designers: our
customers and cycling fanatics! All the
skills are grouped together, from design to
supply, technical conception, production
facilities, workshops and a store.
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2010 The test laboratory receives accreditation from the
French accreditation office COFRAC providing international
recognition of our know-how and the quality of our service
offer.

2011 Frame sizing and finite element analysis processes (digital visualisation of
how the bike reacts during use and reference tests to assess all risk of material
fatigue and therefore product life cycle).

May 2013 Pierre-Geoffroy Plantet, cross-country technical
partner finishes 2nd in the Transvésubienne. The members
of the FDJ cycling team, technical partner for textiles, win the
4-day Dunkirk race. The U19 Racing Team has 57 victories
since the beginning of the season. By developing and testing
then having the most demanding cycling fanatics put them
to the test is the best way to guarantee the quality and
resistance of our B’TWIN bikes.
June 2013 B’TWIN offers the best proof possible of the quality / price combination
of the bikes by including a lifetime warranty for the frame, bracket, stem and rigid
fork.
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2.

Quality:
Total obsession

At the heart of the B’TWIN village in Lille, the brand’s
international headquarters, each dedicated project
group begins by clearly analysing user needs. These
needs are at the origin of each creation and all product
improvements and can be found in the design and
engineering process, the CAD and the choice of
materials and components.

By defining test protocols, it is possible to control all the
design choices: stress tests, production of prototypes,
B’TWIN laboratory testing, ISO standards…

The production process demands careful attention at
every stage of the process: the fusion and quality of the
tubing, welding operations, painting… to guarantee
lifetime resistance.
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Quality control procedures check and guarantee
each group’s contribution and spot and correct any
anomaly to comply with European standards, the
strictest standards in the world.
Safety controls are performed on all safety-related
aspects of the bikes: the brakes, stress tests…

This total quality control is guaranteed by all members
of the Oxylane network. At Decathlon, the in-store
workshops and regional centres manage and provide
the after-sales service offer via the skills of the
technicians and the availability of spare parts.

In order to control all usability and technical
specifications the bikes undergo intensive usability
tests during missions with the most demanding
cyclists: designers, testers and competitors.

This total 360° control of all stages from the design to production and retailing
guarantees each cyclist’s total satisfaction.
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3.

Lifetime
Warranty

In 2013, B’TWIN takes this quality commitment even further by guaranteeing the
bikes for life.
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B’TWIN offers the Life Time Warranty*
B’TWIN makes the life time warranty for the frames,
brackets, stems and rigid forks accessible to a
maximum of cyclists*. If your bike has a problem,
simply return it to the store. Each broken part is
repaired or replaced free of charge by the Oxylane
network repair workshops. If the bike is a write off, it is
replaced by a similar model.

BTWIN invests in user safety
B’TWIN complies with and plays an active role in the
evolution of European safety standards, the strictest
standards in the world.
With its own exclusive test centre in Lille (France),
B’TWIN draws up its own protocols for the
continuous quality improvement of it products.

B’TWIN guarantees the quality of its products
From the design to production and sale, B’TWIN
provides a maximum of care and dedication. Thanks
to this dedication and an in-house organisation, the
quality improves, the bikes last longer and thereby
become part of an environmental protection process.

B’TWIN makes life easier for cyclists
Thanks to its unique style of organisation, the tools
and savoir-faire, BTWIN can ensure the well-being
of its cyclists. The lifetime warranty means you don’t
have to buy a new bike, you always have a bike
available and your investment is secure.

*excluding carbon frames and suspension forks, for full details www.btwin.com
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4.

Lifetime
warranty
conditions

« At Decathlon, we have continuously strived to thoroughly satisfy our customers--it’s at the very core of
our philosophy. The Lifetime Warranty for BTWIN bikes fits naturally into this line of service and will allow
our cycling customers to ride with greater serenity and even stronger trust. The workshop technicians of
our 650 stores are at their complete service. »
DYKES Steve, General Manager DECTAHLON UK

B’twin offers its customers a Limited Lifetime Warranty against defects in material and workmanship as specified in the following terms.
The Limited Lifetime Warranty is provided by Decathlon S.A. in relation to all B’twin frames purchased directly from B’twin or a B’twin
authorised seller, after 1st June 2013. The Limited Lifetime Warranty shall extend to the following parts of B’twin bikes which are purchased
fully assembled directly from B’twin or a B’twin authorised seller, after 1st June 2013: frames, rigid forks (meaning forks without suspension),
handlebars and handlebar stems (excluding carbon handlebars and carbon handlebar stems).
In order to qualify for the Limited Lifetime Warranty, the buyer must:
- have a DECATHLON Card and the details of the B’twin frame or B’twin bike purchased must be recorded on the buyer’s DECATHLON
Card at the store checkout of the B’twin authorised seller; or
- register the purchase by completing the warranty certificate available on the www.btwin.com website, within one month from the date of
purchase. When registering, the buyer must provide at least the following information: the buyer’s name, address, telephone number, email
address and the serial number of the bike and the date of purchase.

CLAIMS
If you consider that you have a claim under your Limited Lifetime Warranty you must bring the relevant B’twin frame or B’twin bike parts,
covered by this Warranty, to your nearest DECATHLON store. You will be required to produce your DECATHLON Card, on which the details
of your B’twin frame or B’twin bike were recorded at the time of purchase, or a copy of the relevant warranty certificate which you completed
within one month of the date of purchase.
B’twin reserves the right to verify if all the conditions of the Limited Lifetime Warranty are met and to implement all appropriate and necessary
measures to verify this. Such rights shall include, without limitation, to have the alleged damage or defect examined by a third party.
This Limited Lifetime Warranty is limited to the repair or replacement of a defective B’twin frame or B’twin bike part covered by this warranty
and is the sole remedy of the warranty.
B’twin reserves the right to replace a defective B’twin frame or B’twin bike part with one that B’twin feels is a more suitable replacement.
IMPORTANT INFORMATION
Any damage or failure caused by use, of the B’twin frame or B’twin bike, which would not constitute normal use is excluded from this
Limited Lifetime Warranty. For the avoidance of doubt normal use is use of the B’twin frame or B’twin bike in a manner which B’twin
considers inappropriate for the relevant B’twin frame or B’twin bike.
This Limited Lifetime Warranty does not cover: [normal wear and tear; poor maintenance; improper assembly; labour charges; installation of
parts or accessories not recommended or intended to be combined with the B’twin frame or relevant B’twin bike parts; bending or denting
of the B’twin frame or relevant B’twin bike parts; damage caused by a collision.]
B’twin shall not have any liability under this warranty for any incidental or consequential damages.

The term of this Limited Lifetime Warranty runs from the date of registration for the lifetime of the product. Any claim under this Limited
Lifetime Warranty may only be made in the country where the B’twin frame or B’twin bike was purchased.

This Limited Lifetime Warranty is made by B’twin only, no person including any B’twin authorised seller is authorised to make a representation
or warranty on behalf of B’twin, and B’twin excludes any liability for any such representation or warranty.

Only the original registered owner of the relevant B’twin frame or B’twin bike may avail of this Limited Lifetime Warranty. This Limited Lifetime
Warranty shall not extend to any B’twin frame or B’twin bike that is purchased second hand (including any ex-demonstration frames or
bikes) or that is purchased from anyone other than B’twin or an authorised B’twin seller.

This Limited Lifetime Warranty does not affect your statutory rights.
Any reference to B’twin or DECATHLON under this warranty shall be construed as a reference to Decathlon S.A.
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5.

B’TWIN
is also
about...
innovation

At B’TWIN, innovation is at the centre of the creative process. Break new ground,
think up innovative solutions to offer even greater simplicity and pleasure while
cycling to make cycling Man’s best friend... this is the brand’s true calling !

1987 The brand launches the first cross-country bikes onto the European market.

2000 DECATHLON CYCLE creates the “feels right anywhere,
everywhere” bike, the original B’TWIN. Innovative and smart,
the B’TWIN is proof in itself of our technological expertise. This
best-selling multi-purpose bike is one of the brand’s greatest
achievements. For cycling enthusiasts and competitive
cyclists alike, the B’TWIN combines both reliability and a total
pleasure experience.

2003 The all new NEUF anti-bobbing suspension system is
thought up and designed for enhanced MTB performance,
safety and resistance.
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2012 More than ever before, innovation is at the heart of the brand’s strategy.
B’TWIN again breaks new ground in 2009 with the ultra
sporty all-round SUBSIN, a cross between an MTB and a
BMX.

2011 With a new logo the brand enforces its development strategy around 3 key
axes; quality, design and innovation.

The VELOMOBILE: the
first bike designed on the
Internet by a worldwide
community

Tilt, the bike that folds up in
just 1 second (winner of the
OIA 2011, red dot award
2013)

Threasy, an innovative
tricycle for toddlers that
evolves as they grow up
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Some facts and figures:
40% of all patents filed by Oxylane in 2012
Number of bikes sold: 2,700,000 in 2012
Over 650 stores in more than 20 countries
Design Awards 2011 IF Awards for the EASY BRAKE system, 2011 b’cooOl
award from the Observeur du Design, 2013 Red dot design Awards for TILT
Awards for bikes Elops 7 City bike of the year 2011, Hoptown 5, Folding bike of
the year 2011, Elops 4, city bike of the year 2009
Product range children’s bikes, MIB (leisure, sport, cross country, all mountain),
road bikes, BMX/Play, city bikes (city, sport, folding, electric), hybrid bikes,
equipment, accessories and spare parts.
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w w w. b t w i n . c o m
www.decathlon.fr

